
How Much How Many

Name: Date: __/__/20__

There was no telling what disaster might have happened, how _______
lives might have been wrecked by the words which she might have flung out
at him, red-hot from her angry heart.

1. many

Goodness only knows how _______ pages I blackened with the
experiences of this short summer, but I have thrown them away, in small
pieces.

2. many

How _______ money or how _______ bags they took does not appear, but
everything was taken to a house in Duke's Place, from which Col. Turner
fetched away the money and the jewels to his own house the next morning.

3. much many

Yes; it's fearful how _______ women get left alone just when they need
care and love most, when their looks and freshness are gone, and their
energy weakened.

4. many

One hour of pure happiness she had indeed enjoyed, but how _______
days, months, years of joylessness and suffering lay behind her!
5. many

She thought how some time her spinning-wheel, too, would stand here,
and how _______ days and hours must pass before strange hands would
bring it here, as superfluous rubbish.

6.
many

He had to receive the homage of a people, and to count by the wheeling
sun how _______ hours of torment were left him.
7.

many

How _______ women-reading women, I mean-can put away an unfinished
book without a sense of guilt?
8. many

It is curious how _______ sylvan spots one can find almost within plain
sight of Paris.
9. many

How _______ stars shine brilliantly within college walls, then go out to be
seen no more!
10. many
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The State discovers how _______ of them can bear hunger, thirst, and
penury without breaking down, how many can toil without revolting against it;
it learns which temperaments can bear up under the horrible experience-or if
you like, the disease-of government official life.

11. many

How _______ of us know where Ipswich, England, is?12. many

So their queen was brought in and asked how _______ men she would
furnish.
13. many

From there she required her to write letters weekly, telling how _______
men she had fascinated and made wretched.
14. many

How _______ birds pass through the hands of the professional, spoiled
by a neglect or ignorance of this rule, it would be impossible to say, nor are
amateurs the only offenders in this particular.

15. many

In it the children are supposed to ask an old German musician how
_______ instruments of music he could play, and he acts out in pantomime all
of the instruments he could blow or handle.

16.
many

Beneath the ghastly ruins of the once happy towns and villages along the
pathway of the deluge, who shall say how _______ victims lie buried?
17.

many

All I could do to sit still a minute longer, but I knew jolly well if I turned now
I would be introduced to the freak and lose I couldn't tell how _______
precious moments with my dear one.

18.
many

It does not matter how _______ holes one is up on one's opponent; there
is never any slackening until the game has been won.
19. many

How _______ tales have we among the people about men like myself
who have made themselves into chiefs and kings!
20. many
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